Overview
GD Interactive is an Edmonton web planning and development company with a far reaching
resource base, delivering quality work since 1999, including responsive web design,
WordPress, branding, multimedia and interactivity. Proficiencies: All Macromedia, All Adobe,
Video Rendering, HTML, HTML5, PHP, MySQL, CSS, CSS3, CMS, XML, JQuery, JavaScript.
Education: Graduate Red Deer College  Art & Design Diploma. Graduate York University 
Master of Fine Arts: Painting, Sculpture, Art History.

Responsive Design
GD Interactive takes pride in and has a passion for web design. Clients have different tastes
and require different elements. After understanding what the client requires, extracting from our
knowledge base begins the process of creating something unique. We have created an original
handmade template that looks good and works.

Two Way Street
Adjustments happen. Keeping the lines of communication open is tantamount. The focus is on
putting the client’s best foot forward and giving viewers a simple and interesting experience.

Wordpress
Wordpress these days has so many powerful theme and plugin options it's become the
obvious choice for a cost effective solution. It allows back end management of content and
inventory capabilities by the site owner. Everything is database driven. This saves webmaster
costs.

Pricing
GD Interactive understands people have budjets. From a simple web presence to augment your
business to a full blown selling machine, we have you covered. Ballpark figures ...
You Need Something

$800.00

You Are Looking Good

$1500.00

You Are Killing It

$2400.00
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Testimonials
Yana Sheshukova, Teddy's Restaurant
Working with GD Interactive has been great. I appreciate their transparency and honesty on the
work they provide as well as the expertise they bring to digital marketing and measurement.
They are always looking for new ways to improve results for us. GD Interactive is a company
that I trust and can fully recommend.
Richard Patterson, Pairs Golf
Geoff Dean at GD Interactive has been able to clean up our pairsgolf.com website when other
website developers could not. I would highly recommend Geoff to my friends and business
associates for any of their website needs.
Donna Dahl, Memory Speaker
If you are looking for a website builder with a successful track record and a strong desire to
please his customers, you need look no further than GD Interactive. Geoff at GD Interactive
understands the challenges of small business and the need to put your best image out there on
the internet.
Tom Suggitt, Suggitt Communications
Working with GD Interactive has been a pleasant and beneficial experience. Geoff provides
concise and cost effective solutions to the constantly evolving technological components of
business.
Frederick Turbide, Novel Notion Advertising
I must say, dealing with Geoff's company since 2001 has been excellent and appreciated. His
prompt deliverance and user friendly commitment to my projects has put my stress at ease. He
is very good at what he does.
Rob Pasay, BugByte Corporation
Not only are his prices reasonable, but he is too, and always seems to be able to find a way
around whatever hurdle I give him. His attention to detail is impeccable. I would put him in the
top five web designers in Edmonton.
Nancy Brown, Hair Flaire Hairstyles
We needed a website that would set us apart from all the other beauty salons in the Edmonton
region. Geoff delivered, creating a look and feel that reflects our cutting edge style that our
clients love.
Alvin Thomas, Sunclip Express
By creating an easy to navigate mobile version of our company's website Geoff was able to
keep our company relevant in the optical market place.
Brendan Guse, Sunclip Express
When our company decided to branch out into marketing sunglasses using ecommerce, there
was only one person to call. Geoff.
www.gdinteractive.net | Phone: 7808931956 | Email: info@gdinteractive.net
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